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Hybrids have been issued in the Australian market since 1999 and have become an integral part of investors’ 
portfolios. The hybrid name comes from the fact that the securities can have features of both debt and equity. In 
general, the issuers aim for the security to count as equity but with a cost that is more debt-like, while investors 
typically see hybrids as higher yielding debt securities. 
 
In this article we explore how hybrid securities have evolved, in particular, highlighting how recent issuance has 
become more equity-like. In this context we argue that the pricing of these more equity like hybrid structures in a 
number of cases does not adequately reflect their risk. Therefore their allocation in a broad credit securities 
portfolio such as the Schroder Credit Securities Fund now, as much as ever, requires active management to 
achieve desired returns for an appropriate level of risk.  
 
To do this, we have dusted off the prospectuses of a number of high profile hybrid securities issued over the 
past decade and evaluated how the mix of ‘equity’ and ‘debt’ features has changed.  The hybrids we have 
evaluated were selected because their structure is typical of the hybrids issued at the time. In the case of the 
hybrids from CBA and Westpac, they have been issuing hybrids over a long time frame providing an excellent 
example of the changing nature of the hybrid structures. 
 
We assessed each security on the basis of its debt and equity features and ranked them to provide a score for 
‘debt’ features and ‘equity’ features. We then subtracted one from the other to develop a net debt/equity score. 
This provides a simple graphical representation of the structural shift in the hybrid market towards a more equity 
like asset class.  
 
Debt features were based on 3 criteria:  

1. The certainty of coupon payments 
2. The certainty of principal repayment and when it was expected 
3. Were there any repercussions of non-payment?  

 
Equity criteria assessed were: 

1. The possibility of benefitting from a share price gain 
2. The maturity date and profile of the security  
3. Where the security ranked in the capital structure1 

 
Figure 1: Financial hybrids: debt vs equity 

 
Source: Schroders.  Representative only and based on author’s unaudited calculations. 
 
                                                      
1 Each of the criteria was scored on the basis of high, medium or low and converted into a score. The score was totalled with the equity score subtracted from 
the debt score.  
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Figure 1 examines the various Westpac hybrids and the CBA hybrids (Perls 1-6). It represents a very clear 
decline in debt like features while equity elements have increased slightly. For example, in Perls 1 CBA were 
required to make 4 coupon payments (i.e. one year’s coupons) to hybrid holders before they could recommence 
paying dividends to shareholders. In Perls 6, CBA only has to make one coupon payment (coupons are paid 
every 3 months) before it can recommence paying dividends to shareholders. Another comparison is in Perls1 
where investors could request to be exchanged for shares at certain points, which in effect forced redemption 
whereas there is no such option in Perls 6. In simple terms, this means that more recent transactions are riskier 
for investors than a perceived similar deal issued any time up to 2009.  
 
The same is also true for non-financial hybrids. Figure 2 shows how the debt / equity mix has changed for a 
cross section of non-financial hybrids.  
 
Figure 2: Non-financial hybrids: debt vs equity 

 
Source: Schroders. Representative only and based on author’s unaudited calculations. 
 
Investors in some of the earlier hybrids, such as the Fairfax hybrid issued in 2001, could request to be 
converted to equity after 5 years. The issuer was motivated to avoid the dilution of existing shareholders 
creating a big incentive to redeem the security. Over time this feature was dropped and replaced with a step-up 
margin. For some issuers this wasn’t enough incentive for the issuer to call as investors in hybrids from 
Goodman Group, Elders, Multiplex, Gunn’s and PaperlinX have discovered.  
 
Crown’s subordinated notes are typical of recent hybrids that have a step-up of 1%, 20 years after the initial call 
date meaning there is little incentive to redeem. Primarily it comes down to the issuer losing the equity credit 
from the rating agencies after the call date. The typical view of the rating agencies has been that these 
securities get equity credit if they are on issue for five years but are considered debt if they exist for 60 years. 
They are being priced as though they mature after the initial 5 or 6 years. However, quite a few of the issues 
note in their prospectus that they expect to receive some equity credit beyond the initial call date due to the long 
term to maturity. There is little doubt that some of these deals will still be on issue to see their maturity after 60 
years, assuming the company still exists. The additional income may suit some people but the downside will 
impact when the investor wants their capital back earlier than the maturity in 60 years and they have to sell into 
the market.  If it is after the planned call date, it’s likely they will get less than the $100 invested. Buying these 
securities means you need to be comfortable with lending money to the company for 60 years. 
 
When you consider that hybrids rank higher than shares in a company’s capital structure, it’s not unreasonable 
that the hybrid’s features reflect that higher ranking.  However, that is not always the case. The Crown hybrid, 
for example, has a mandatory deferral if they breach certain ratios. This feature allows Crown to continue to pay 
dividends or return capital to equity holders for up to five years before it is obliged to pay hybrid investors. 
Another example is the proposed changes to the Goodman hybrid, now known as Goodman Plus2 securities, 
where because the vehicle has a trust in its stapled security structure they want to be able to pay distributions of 
the trust earnings even if they are not paying coupons on the hybrid (62% of Goodman’s FY12 EBIT came from 
investments which are typically held in trust structures). 
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So what has changed?  Firstly, bank regulators are forcing changes through Basle 3 regulations designed to 
ensure investors in subordinated debt securities suffer capital losses in the event of a bank failure. As 
subordinated securities hybrids therefore will become more loss absorbing. 
 
Secondly, there are now fewer safeguards for the investor. With the hybrid investor having less influence in the 
structure it allows the issuer to do what is best for existing shareholders, possibly to the detriment of the hybrid 
holder. Removing options from the investor reduces the debt like features of the hybrid because when investors 
have less of a say in the outcome it decreases the certainty of payment, whether that be on the coupon or the 
principal. This can result in the hybrid exposing investors to the downside of debt without any of the upside of 
equity or worse only becoming equity when the company is in significant trouble (as was the case with Gunn’s 
hybrid). 
 
Thirdly, there are fewer hurdles for the company to cease paying coupons on the hybrid so income yields may 
be lower than expected. The new structures can also result in the return of principal not occurring when the 
investor expects drastically altering the returns. 
 
Implication for investors 
 
– Understanding the structural features of an issue (irrespective of the issuer) is critical.  
 
– Price the security accordingly. A security that behaves like equity is, for all intents and purposes, equity. 

Many recent hybrids are paying investors spreads based on a 5 year maturity when maturity may actually be 
60 years.  

 
– Portfolio construction is critical. Equity-like hybrids should be funded from the portfolio’s equity risk budget, 

not from the defensive side. In addition, long term investors in hybrids need to recognise they have actually 
been increasing their portfolio risk simply by maintaining the same allocation to the asset class. 

 
– In an environment of low and falling interest rates, hybrids issued by blue-chip issuers are not likely to be the 

alternative to low and falling TD rates. 
 

Hybrids have been an integral component of the Schroders Credit Securities Fund for some time helping to 
deliver investors strong returns. We still believe many hybrids are excellent investments. However, just like an 
individual investor, before we invest we have to ensure we fully understand the risk and then check that return 
reflects the risk.  
 
In relation to the Schroder Credit Securities Fund, its portfolio composition currently has less hybrid securities 
today because we have found superior risk adjusted reward in other securities. This serves to highlight the 
imperative of diversification across the broader credit market in delivering on the objectives for our investors in 
the Fund.   
 

Disclaimer 

Opinions, estimates and projections in this article constitute the current judgement of the author as of the date of this article.  
They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited, ABN 22 000 443 274, 
AFS Licence 226473 ("Schroders") or any member of the Schroders Group and are subject to change without notice.  
Investment in the Schroder Credit Securities Fund may be made on an application form in the Product Disclosure Statement 
(PDS) dated 1 February 2011 which is available from Schroders. In preparing this document, we have relied upon and 
assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources 
or which was otherwise reviewed by us.  Schroders does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of information which is contained in this article. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be 
excluded, Schroders and its directors, employees, consultants or any company in the Schroders Group do not accept any 
liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this article or for any 
resulting loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this article or any 
other person.  This document does not contain, and should not be relied on as containing any investment, accounting, legal 
or tax advice. 
 


